[Differential diagnosis of diabetes mellitus in adults: assessment of immunogenetic markers of insulin dependence].
To assess immunogenetic markers of insulin dependence (IMID), 117 patients with diabetes mellitus of the adults (DMA) were examined. Of them, 97 patients (77 females and 20 males, 41 and 10 obese, respectively) were insulin dependent and 20 (8 males and 12 females) had classic diabetes mellitus (DM) type 2. All the analysed immunogenetic markers (genotype SS/SS, alleles 04*, 0301 in HLA-DQ*A2, haplotype A1*0301-B1*0302) were associated most often with insulin-dependent DMA. The following conclusions were made: both DMA variants can be definitely differentiated only by clinico-anamnestic screening; there were no differences in distribution of the alleles 0301 in DQ*A1 and 0302 in DQ*B1 in different variants of DMA; alleles 04* and 0301 DQ*A1 significantly more frequently occur in DM type 1 than DM type 2; 0301 allele was more frequent in patients with insulin-dependent DM type 2 vs DM type 2; an expectant genetic marker of insulin-dependence (haplotype 0301/0302) occurs significantly more frequently in insulin-dependent DMA than in healthy subjects and DM type 2.